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5 top hotels
in Milan city
Today’s I will present you with the top 5 Hotels in New York City.
We hope you like as much as we.
Check the list, be delightful and tell us our opinion.
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5 top hotels in milan city

STRAF HOTEL
The Straf Hotel is a fusion of Italian fashion, original design and elegance. It combines minimalist design and classic Italian architecture. It is located only a few
steps from the Duomo cathedral, places guests at the core of
Milan, moments from the fashionable Via Montenapoleone, the
shopping districts and La Scala Opera house.
Blending recycled materials into new surroundings in a concept that
shakes up the interior of a 19th century Milan palazzo, architect and artist
Vincenzo de Cotiis has achieved his goal of creating a visually striking alternative
to standard hotel design. (...)
READ MORE | WEBSITE

HOTEL BOSCOLO
MILANO
The Hotel Boscolo Milano is an original merging of
Italian elegance, art and style. It expresses a new 5 Star
concept in the relationship between luxury and modernism.
Designed to be a reference point for visitors to the city of Milan, it
is also a meeting place for the Milanese: 50% of the area is open to the
public, as the city comes into the Boscolo Hotel.

READ MORE | WEBSITE
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5 top hotels in milan city

MAISON MOSCHINO
The dreamy Maison Moschino was housed in a
19th century neoclassical railway station, in the heart
of Milan. It entices guests in a fairytale world with sophisticated decors that invite you to dream. The arresting boutique
hotel features rooms such as the Little Red Riding Hood, Life is a
Bed of Roses, Alice’s Room or The Ribbon, each of them with its own
distinctive story and magical ambiance. Everything oozes the unmistakable signature of Moschino brand, so famous for its innovative, eccentric style.

READ MORE

ARMANI HOTELS
AND RESORTs
Armani Hotels and Resort The Armani Hotel and
Resort in Milan exudes the Armani style and philosophy
defines every detail of the 95 guestrooms and suites. Each element has been personally designed by Giorgio Armani and chosen
for sculptural, aesthetic and sensual qualities. Milan Armani hotel is
the favorite place of fashion models, photographs and designers.

READ MORE | WEBSITE

BvLGARI HOTEL
MILAN
Located on a private street between Via Montenapoleone, Via della Spiga, La Scala and the Accademia di Brera, in a tastefully renovated 18th-century Milanese palazzo is
the Bvlgari Hotel Milan, decorated in a refined yet welcoming atmosphere, an expression of the constant attention to detail for which
Bvlgari is famous.(...)

READ MORE | WEBSITE
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5 top restaurants in milan city

ARMANI / NOBU MILAN
The award-winning Nobu chain has teamed up with Armani design house to bring
a fine dining restaurant to the Armani Via Manzoni building. Armani’s influence dominates the space, with exquisite floral decorations on each table,
Milan Michelin restaurant awarded
Via Gastone Pisoni 1, 20121, Milan

READ MORE | WEBSITE

SHIKI
Creating a refined and exclusive environment that is characterized by the intimate and refined interior and the careful research and the expression of more
advanced concepts of the kitchen.
Via Solferino 35, Milan

READ MORE
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5 top restaurants in milan city

RIAD YACOUT
Take some sequined belly dancers, add exotic drummers and singers, summon a
retinue of fez-hatted, babouche-soled waiters laden with tagines of couscous
and silver pots of mint tea, scatter rose petals liberally about a gold mosaic
floor and finish with a puff.
via Cadore 23, Milan

READ MORE | WEBSITE

GOlD RESTAURANT
BY DOLCE & GABBANA
Having firmly supplanted themselves atop the list of the world’s finest
fashion houses, Dolce & Gabbana now takes their lust for luxe living to
the restaurant game. Gold is their first concept restaurant, coffee
room and cocktail bar.
Piazza Risorgimento, Milan

READ MORE | WEBSITE

EDa
What? Walking to one’s table in this one of Milanese gourmet restaurants feels
like the green mile down a Gucci catwalk during Milano Fashion Week and its
dark chocolate interior is so Gucci that the label hosted its new designer’s
launch party here.
Via Filippino Lippi, 7, 20131 Milano

READ MORE | WEBSITE
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5 top shops in milan city

HERMES FLAGSHIP
STORE
The project was comissioned to Parisian architects
RDAI, under the artistic direction of Denis Montel, responsible for all the Hermès stores worldwide.
Via Montenapoleone

READ MORE | WEBSITE

PHILIPP PLEIN BOUTIQUE
Gather one of the most iconic fashionable shopping streets, with a luxury fashion
brand, and you have a Philipp Plein Boutique.
Via Via Della Spiga 25

READ MORE | WEBSITE

ALBERTO GUARDIANI
Alberto Guardiani choose acclaimed set designer and artist Robert Storey, to collaborate
with Andrea Fogli Studios and Stefania Tognoloni
Architetto. A golden vintage touch in Milan arrived!
Corso Venezia

READ MORE | WEBSITE
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5 top shops in milan city

BRIONI S
Brioni’s latest store opening – a magnificent new
Milanese flagship that sits in the luxury brand’s
historical home in Via Gesù – which its inauguration
took place in 21st of June with an installation created by
Greek designer Michael Anastassiades in conjunction with Brioni creative director Brendan Mullane and Studio Park Associati of
Milan. The three-level boutique is housed inside a historical palazzo, entirely renovated by Brioni, and stretches out over 1,200 square meters.
Via Montenapoleone 23, Milano
READ MORE | WEBSITE

FENDI CASA
Contemporary and classic style, interpreted through the elegance of Fendi Casa is
what you’ll find in the Showroom Clubhouse Italia at Via Durini 11. The Luxury
Living showroom features the richest and most prestigious collection of
furnishings in the world of luxury.
Via Durini 11

READ MORE | WEBSITE
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5 top art galleries in milan ci

design gallery
milano
Design Gallery Milano begins the own activity in first years 80’ and it
is placed very soon like ideal point of reference for the contemporary
design of search.From the 1988, concluded the experience of Memphis, of which Brunella and Mario Godani have been co-founders, Design Gallery Milano begins to produce.(...)

READ MORE | WEBSITE

ROSSANA ORLANDI
Spazio Rossana Orlandi opened in 2002 in
a former tie factory in the Magenta Neighbour.
The spaces wind around a green courtyard and they
are divided between the 2-floor store, where you can
find contemporary and vintage furnitures and the gallery,
established in 2008 , a space dedicated to limited editions and
unique pieces.

READ MORE | WEBSITE
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galleria carla
sozzani
Galleria Carla Sozzani opens in 1990 in Milan, devoted to art, photography, design and architecture. The
gallery is located in a former industrial building, typical of
the Milanese architecture. Since its opening, Galleria Carla Sozzani has established itself as one of the most important photography galleries in Italy. Next to the gallery, the bookshop presents a wide
selection of new and classic publications on art, architecture, design, graphics and fashion, with a strong emphasis on photography.

READ MORE | WEBSITE

massimo
de carlo
For over 20 years Massimo De Carlo has played an important role in introducing Italian artists to European and American audiences and European artists to Italy, promoting the establishment of a vital dialogue
between its artists and national and international institutions.
Massimo De Carlo represents diverse artists who work with
a variety of media, in an extraordinary combination of
painting, drawing, installation, sculpture, photography, performance and video.

READ MORE | WEBSIE

triennale design
museum
Unique on the cultural circuit in Italy, the
Triennale Design Museum showcases Italian design by means of a series of representations that are
renewed annually. A dynamic museum that is savvy enough
to recurrently renew itself and offer visitors insights and opinions with diversified and avant-garde inroads into the universe of
design. A museum that evokes emotions and involves the senses. A live
organism that is forever in discussion and can question and contradict itself.

READ MORE | WEBSITE
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do you want to be part of our blog
and next ebook ?
contact us
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5 top nightlife in milan city

BYBLOS MILANO
Byblos Milano was built around the premisse
to create a unique place where was possible gather fashion, art, design, music and people form a new
dimension of inspiration and entertainment. Futurism
arrives in Milan.
Via Messina 38, 20154, Milan

READ MORE | WEBSITE

cavalli club
The steel exoskeleton of the Just Cavalli
club holds up its glass skin, allowing passersby
to catch a glimpse of the fabulous life lived by those
inside.
Via Luigi Camoens, 20121, Milan

READ MORE | WEBSITE
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absolut ice
bar
Every object in Absolut Ice Bar Milan is entirely
made of dazzling ice.The temperature never rises above
-5° Celsius…
Piazza Gerusalemme 12, 20154, Milan

READ MORE

cafe l atlantique
The eye catching chandelier will be the first
thing you will see in Caffé l’Atlantique. It has cascades down over the bar, green and glorious. It’s just
one of the highlight in an incredibly striking space, designed by young Milanese architects.
Viale Umbria 42, 20135 Milan

READ MORE

bar basso
Bar Basso is an historical cocktail bar turned
through the years into a real milanese institution, Bar Basso is mostly renown for its signature
cocktail Negroni Sbagliato, invented here and presented
in huge scenographic glasses. A true cult bar for sophisticated drinking devotees, Bar Basso was the first-ever milanese joint
to introduce the “aperitif” to everyday people, while before cocktails
could only be found at the exclusive lounge bars of luxurious international
grand hotels.(...)
Via Plinio 39 20129 Milano
READ MORE | WEBSITE
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5 top design events in milan ci

brera design
district
Milan’s Brera Design District has a manifesto: “To know and promote the
history of design in order to understand the contemporary period and design the future.” Quoting architecture critic Sigfried Giedion, they say,
“We are the ‘astronomers of history.’ The historian cannot trace the
course of events like the astronomer. But the two have a point
in common: the continual emergence of new constellations
and previously invisible worlds. And, like the astronomer, the historian must remain permanently at his
observation point.” So from my observation
point in Brera, this is what I saw (...)
READ MORE| WEBSITE

TORTONA DESIGN
WEEK
Tortona Design Week is a side event to Salone Internazionale del Mobile, in
via Savona – via Tortona area. The 2015 edition is the fifth one and it is
scheduled for April 9th to 14th, coordinated by Associazione Tortona Area Lab. The focus of the event is on designers and exhibiting
companies. With them, and hosting location, lie the protagonist roles.

READ MORE

isaloni 2015
The furniture exhibition for excellence in Europe. Annualy for an entire week,
Milan welcome to exclusive design brands.

READ MORE | WEBSITE
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Expo 2015
In 2015, Milan will have in one year, two reasons to be the most European city
visited. Along with Isaloni 2015, Milan will host Expo 2015, and some pavillions
already have release its final projects and others still are in “waiting mode”.

READ MORE| WEBSITE

milan design week
For an entire week, from 8th to 13th April, Milan gave a chance to all iSaloni 2015
and Milan Design Week 2015 visitors to assist and witness, to great design collections and colorfull visual exhibitions. Among outstanding exhibitors,
there were a few that caught Milan Design Agenda attention. Today,
under a theme that will prevail for a few weeks or months – isaloni
2015 news and trends – there was a collection, from Kartell,
that took over itself all the flashes.

READ MORE
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HOPE YOU LIKE IT.
If you want more informations or talk
with our team contact us. We will be
delight to hear from you.

contact us
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